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Was the Big Game Super this year?

The New England Patriots secured their sixth championship by winning the Big Game on Sunday, but just how

Super was it?  13-3?  I heard a lot about the great defenses.  Perhaps, but it seemed to me that the stage was a bit

too big for the younger Rams’ team.   I love the Big Game and always look forward to it, and while I was for the

Rams, I was hoping to see a 42-38 type score.  What did you think of the game?  Tell us your thoughts on the

game and, most importantly, the commercials.

Not a lot in the sports world happening over the next two months, so it’s time to focus on your golf game.  Take

some time to watch golf on TV and learn from what you see there.  And, come on in to hit some balls at the club

to start to knock off the rust as the season approaches.

Call to book your time in the net.

Start now with an assessment
 

Be positive about your gameBe positive about your game
 

As we move into the 2019 season, we want to help as many of you as possible have a better playing experience.

What would be the improvement that would make the most significant difference? Why not list one or two. But

be positive about how you express your goal.
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The list on the left is about removing a negative. That’s a much less powerful, ongoing motivator, than going

positively towards something (as expressed on the right).

Even more powerful is connecting that positive thought to an emotional feeling you want to experience. 

 

Think about this nowThink about this now
 

What would you want to be able to do with your golf game? What would you like to be able to achieve with an

improved technique? Why not try and write it down?

 

Tell us your goal now >Tell us your goal now >
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